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CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE

Sections 1-5

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2020

08:30 – 09:30    Registration
09:30 – 10:30    Plenary Speech
10:15 – 11:45    Workshops 1
12:30 – 14:00    Workshops 2
14:00 – 14:30    Closing Ceremony
Sections 1-5

April, 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 – 09:30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>316 Central Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 – 11:45</td>
<td>Plenary Speech</td>
<td>Room 316 Central Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:00</td>
<td>Workshop 1 Innovative Methods of Learning English for Scientific Discuss. Raisa Istomina (Associate Professor, PhD in Philology) “How to put feet into it” Section 1-2</td>
<td>Room 316 Central Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30-14:00</td>
<td>Workshop 2 Innovative Methods of Learning English for Scientific Discuss. Raisa Istomina. “How to put feet into it” Section 3-5</td>
<td>Room 316 Central Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-14:30</td>
<td>Closing Ceremony</td>
<td>Room 316 Central Building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 1

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT. DEMOCRACY THROUGH LAW

KHANPERI BALAFENDIYEV, OLENA V. HAVRYLOVA
LAND MARKET DEVELOPMENT IN UKRAINE
KOSTIANTYN BILOUS, VYATCHESLAV KOMAROV, OLGA ZELINSKA
SMALL CLAIMS LITIGATION PROCEDURE UNDER THE EU LAW
KATERINA BIRYUKOVA, KSENIA V. NESTERENKO
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT AND WAYS TO SOLVE THEM
IRYNA DODENKO, ROMAN BOYCHUK, OLGA ZELINSKA
MEMBERS OF LEGAL RELATIONS IN AIR TRANSPORTATION AS A SPECIAL FORM OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY
OLEXANDRA DUSIAK, LIUDMYLA M. KOVALOVA
THE PROBLEM OF BULLYING IN MODERN UKRAINIAN SOCIETY
VLADYSLAV KRVNOY, KSENIA V. NESTERENKO
FEATURES OF THE SCANDINAVIAN LEGAL SYSTEM AS THE BASIS OF THE STRONG DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
ANASTASIA MAHANEVA, IRINA A. KAMENEVA
THE PROBLEMS OF MODERN DEMOCRACY AND ITS ESSENCE
ALINA MARULOVA, LIUDMYLA M. KOVALOVA
THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN MODERN UKRAINIAN SOCIETY
SECTION 2

INNOVATIVE TRENDS OF MANAGEMENT AND TOURISM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
DARIA ANDRIIEIEVA, OLENA V. HAVRYLOVA
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT BUSINESS AS AN INDUSTRY
KADIR ÇESITLI, KSENIA NESTERENKO
ENGLISH LANGUAGE SPREAD THROUGH TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN TURKEY
MARINA CHIRKUN, OLENA ANISENKO
INNOVATIVE DIRECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND TOURISM IN UKRAINE
YELYZAVETA KABENETZ, OLEKSANDR SHEPEL
PERSPECTIVES OF GREEN TOURISM IN UKRAINE
ANTON KONOPLYA, OLEKSANDR SHEPEL
UKRAINIAN URBAN ECONOMY MANAGEMENT
TAISIYA KURBATOVA, NATALIIA BOGDAN, OLENA ILIENKO
DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL TOURISM IN UKRAINE: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
OLENA RUDCHENKO, OLENA ANISENKO
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN TOURISM IN UKRAINE
KAMILA SAFONOVA, VICTORIIA OSTAPCHENKO
DIE BEDEUTUNG DES TOURISMUS IM LEBEN DER MODERNEN GESELLSCHAFT
VERONIKA STOROZHENKO, MARYNA RYZHENKO
UKRAINE’S TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE AND IT’S DEVELOPMENT

SECTION 3

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL SECURITY
ANASTASIA BORONINA, JULIA MAKSYSENKO
UNEMPLOYMENT AS AN INDICATOR OF MACROECONOMIC INSTABILITY
MARYNA GOLUBNYYCHA, VICTORIIA OSTAPCHENKO
EIN UNTERNEHMEN IN DEUTSCHLAND GRÜNDEN
LYUDMYLA HOZHA, OLENA V. HAVRYLOVA
MANAGING COMPETITIVENESS IN THE XXI CENTURY: EFFECTIVE BUSINESS INSTRUMENTS
ANNA KHARCHENKO, YULIA V. FEDOTOVA, IRINA KAMENEVA
INVESTMENT GRANT CLIMATE IN UKRAINE
DENYS KORNIENKO, YULIIA MAKSYSENKO
ADAPTATION OF ENTERPRISES TO MARKET CONDITIONS
ANASTASIA KUDINOVA, VICTORIIA OSTAPCHENKO
AUSWIRKUNG DER DIGITALISIERUNG AUF BUSINESS
TANG LINGLING, DAVID SHAHVVERDYAN, TETIANA MOMOT
INTEGRATED REPORTING AS AN EFFECTIVE SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE INVESTMENT ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE COMPANY
DIANA MARKOVA, NATALIA CHECHETOVA, YULIIA MAKSYSENKO
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN QUARANTINE
KATERINA MAVROVA, YULIA V. FEDOTOVA, IRINA A. KAMENEVA
THE INTERNATIONAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
VIACHESLAV NAUMOV, BOHDAN KRAIVSKYI, TETIANA MOMOT, OLENA ILENIKO
CORPORATE SECURITY MANAGEMENT: PROBLEMS AND THE PERSPECTIVES OF THE DEVELOPMENT
RUSLAN POLYATSKOVOYI, NATALIA LEIUK, OLENA ILENIKO
THE ROLE OF THE STATE MIGRATION SERVICE AND EVALUATION OF ITS ACTIVITIES
VALENTINA PRYANITSKA
BUSINESS NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES: HOW TO NEGOTIATE BETTER BUSINESS DEALS
KSENIA SAVENKO, YEVGEN MURAEV, TETIANA MOMOT
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: CHANGING THE MANAGEMENT STYLE THROUGH COMMUNICATION
BOHDAN UDovenko, OLEKSANDR SHEPEL
SAVING ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN URBAN ECONOMY OF UKRAINE
DARYNA VERSHYNINA, ANDRIY LUB, TETIANA MOMOT
SECTION 4

LATEST ACHIEVEMENTS IN ENGINEERING, ECOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE

MASHA ALOHINA, DANYLO VITER, VALENTINA PRYANITSKA

BUILDINGS AS THE BEST NEIGHBORS OF MEN

OLEKSANDR ANTONOV, GANNA O. SAMCHUK, NINA S. MININA

AUTOMOBILE ROADS OF UKRAINE

DARIA CHUBAROVA, MAKSYM VOTINOV, OLENA ILIENKO

STAGES OF FORMATION OF TRANSPORT AND PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE CITY. POST-INDUSTRIAL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT

ANTONIO COMI, NORBERT GRUENWALD, OLEKSII LOBASHOV, KATERYNA VAKULENKO, YEVHEN KUSH, DMYTRO BURKO

TRAINING MOBILITY OF ERASMUS+ PROJECT OF MASTER IN SMART TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS FOR CITIES

ANTONIO COMI, OLEKSII LOBASHOV, DMYTRO ROSLAVTSEV, MARIIA OLKHOVA

MASTER IN SMART TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS FOR CITIES WITHIN THE ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME: APPROACH AND INNOVATION

ENNE ELLIE, LILIIA KUZNETSOVA

EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN ESTONIA

VLADISLAV GONCHARENKO, L. S. MARTYSHOVA, OLENA ILIENKO

ISSUES OF THE COASTAL RIVERS ORGANIZATION IN BIG AND VERY BIG CITIES STRUCTURES

DANIIL GRANKIN, VALENTINA PRYANITSKA

TIMBER FRAMING AS ONE OF THE BEST REVIVING STYLES IN MODERN CONSTRUCTIONS

ILLIA KHUDIAKOV, MARIA SUKHONOS, VLADYSLAV PLIUHIN, OLENA ILIENKO

ADAPTIVE MODEL OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT AT INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION METHODS
MULTICRITERIA EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY ENERGY SAVING ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF HEAT SUPPLY
TAYA SEMENENKO, OLGA SLATOVA, OLENA ANISENKO
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
ARTEM SHTYKH, PAVEL M. FIRSOV, RADUL H. MAKOVIEI
HOME HEATING SYSTEMS
NADIA SHVETS, IVAN I. KAPTSOV, YEYHENIIA S. MOSHTAGH
NAFTOGAZ ENERGY EFFICIENCY MANAGEMENT
TETIANA STEPANOVA, GANNA O. SAMCHUK, NINA S. MININA
THE ROLE OF CARGO TRANSPORTATION IN THE MODERN WORLD
DMYTRO VORONOV, MARYNA BULAIENKO, VIKTORIIA BUHAIEVA
BASICS OF WORKING WITH THE RASPBERRY PI SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
YULIA YAKOVENKO, OLHA O. HNatysheva
NATURE INTEGRATED ARCHITECTURE: THE ORIGIN AND PERSPECTIVES
VERONIKA ZAMKOVA, IVAN I. KAPTSOV, YEYHENIIA S. MOSHTAGH
OIL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCT MARKET
KATE ZHMURKO, SERGIJ V.VERGUNOV, VALENTINA PRYANITSKA
SYNERGETICS OF MANUAL AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS IN VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

SECTION 5

METHODOLOGY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING.
INNOVATIVE METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH AT HIGHER AND SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
SALLY LA LUZERNE-OI
USING HUMOR IN LANGUAGE TEACHING
LUIJS PEREA, ANZHELIKA SOLODKA, NATALIA ROMANCHUK
UKRAINIAN SPEAKERS’ PRODUCTION OF ENGLISH COMPLIMENTS: A VIEW INTO THEIR INTERLANGUAGE
OLENA ANISENKO
USE OF DISTANCE EDUCATION IN THE PROCESS OF
TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR ESP STUDENTS
ANNA BELYANINOVA, OKSANA O. REZVAN, ALLA N. KROKHAMAL
DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES IN ENGLISH AND GERMAN
ANZHELIKA BILYK, ALLA N. KROKHAMAL

COCKNEY ACCENT
VIKTORIIA BUHAIEVA
DEFINING DISTANCE LEARNING. CHOOSING THE TYPE WHICH WORKS
OLENA O. CHEVYCHELOVA
USING WEBQUEST FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN HIGHER TECHNICAL EDUCATION
LYUDMILA EVANGELIST, IRYNA A. SALATA
ANALYSIS OF MISTAKES IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES
ALINA FESENKO, OKSANA O. REZVAN, ALLA N. KROKHAMAL
DIFFICULTIES WHILE LEARNING AND INTERPRETING THE CZECH LANGUAGE
ALINA V. HRICHCHINA
SOME IDEAS ABOUT M-LEARNING IN EFL TEACHING PRACTICE
YEHOR IVASHCHENKO, LIUDMYLA SHUMEIKO
LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW ZEALAND ENGLISH
OKSANA KADANER

DIGITAL STRATEGY FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING FOREIGN LANGUAGES
ELIZAVETA KOSOLAPOVA, ALLA N. KROKHAMAL
SOCIAL EVALUATION OF KOREAN ACCENTED ENGLISH
LIUDMYLA M. KOVALOVA, SERGEY S. LYASHENKO
DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL COMPETENCE DURING LEARNING ENGLISH
ALLA N. KROKHAMAL
STUDENTS’ PROFESSIONAL SELF-DEVELOPMENT WITH USING THE MODERN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AT FOREIGN LANGUAGE LESSONS
KATERYNA KRYVONIS, OKSANA O. REZVAN, ALLA N. KROKHAMAL
COMMUNITY INTERPRETING
DANIL KUBINTSEV, LIUDMYLA SHUMEIKO
THE ROLE OF FRENCH BORROWINGS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MIDDLE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
OLENA P. LYSYTSKA
FACEBOOK AND SOCIAL NETWORKS IN THE PRACTICE OF TEACHING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE AT A LAW SCHOOL

LUDMILA MATSEPUA
THE MOST COMMON PECULIARITIES IN LISTENING AND SPEAKING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR PUPILS OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

TETIANA V. MELNIKOVA
MODERN APPLICATION OF THE TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR TRANSLATION METHOD WHILE SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING

YEVHENIIA S. MOSHTAGH, OKSANA TARABANOVSKA
CANADIAN ENGLISH IN THE SCHEME OF ENGLISH VARIETIES

TETYANA MYKHAYLOVA, OLENA ANISENKO
ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF TEACHING EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINE "INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS"

TETYANA MYKHAYLOVA, OLENA HAVRYLOVA
TYPES OF DIVISION THE COMPUTER VOCABULARY INTO THEMATIC GROUPS

TETYANA MYKHAYLOVA, VALENTINA PRYANITSKA
VIDEOS IN THE LANGUAGE EDUCATION SYSTEM

TETYANA MYKHAYLOVA, DMYTRO YURCHENKO
LEXIKOGRAFISCHE UNTERSTÜTZUNG DES FREMDSPRACHEN-UNTERRICHTS FÜR STUDENTEN VON I-IV-STUDIENJAHREN

SVITLANA MYKYTIUK
PEDAGOGICAL CHALLENGES IN A DIGITALLY NETWORKED CLASSROOM

YANA NESTERENKO, MALCOM MATHEWS, MARIA OSINSKA
TEACHING COMMUNITY INTERPRETING FROM ENGLISH INTO UKRAINIAN IN UKRAINIAN UNIVERSITIES

VALENTINA PRYANITSKA
SOME WAYS OF INCREASING SELF-CONFIDENCE IN THE COURSE OF ENGLISH LEARNING

NATALIA ROMANCHUK, LUIS PERA
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING IN THE LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE

YANA ROMANTSOVA
MOTIVATION FACTOR AS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF SUCCESSFUL FOREIGN LANGUAGES LEARNING

MARINA V. RYZHENKO
THE ROLE OF GAMES IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES